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Time is an Arrow, Error, 2020

Time is an Arrow, Error consists of 24 of 79 clocklike images, made in the
period from March to May 2020.
Time often seems impatient and asks us to accelerate — His watch pushes the White Rabbit around, who in turn pushes Alice around. Rush; our
hallucinatory friend that always keeps us busy and protects us from feeling bored or lonely.
Clocks themselves are also always busy, always doing something; they
tap, tik, growl, squeak, hum, hit, blink and point. But in essence, no clock
can measure time by themselves, alone. It is always necessary to compare
one clock to another clock. In this way all clocks are connected.
Two clock-faces are staring at each other.
They are two sides of one thing, as different as they are the same.
They move as two bodies revolving around each other, into a tender embrace.
A kiss, made of time, in time.
Mirrored shapeshifters, their hour-numbers climbing on each other’s
shoulders.
Running up against the limits of their usefulness, clocklikeness.

The series Time is an Arrow, Error entails layers of duration. The process begins with a drawing of half an analogue clockface. The drawing
is then photographed in natural light, producing two separate negatives
that each capture the image over different extended exposures. Subtle
shifts in light lead to variations in colours and, in some cases, the uneven
transcription of shadows on the photographic plate. Finally, one of the
two semicircles is flipped or rotated, resulting in a whole clock formed
by two irregular halves. The steady passage of mechanised time is thus
expressed in imprecision and irresolution.

Time is an Arrow, Error 18, 2020, two C-prints mounted on aluminium, 41.5 x 41.5 cm

Time is an Arrow, Error 71, 2020, two C-prints mounted on aluminium, 47.5 x 36.5 cm

Time is an Arrow, Error 66, 2020, two C-prints mounted on aluminium, 49 x 39.5 cm

Time is an Arrow, Error 6, 2020, two C-prints mounted on aluminium, 45 x 42.5 cm

Site specific installation, Dare not | Read On, Chapelle de la Trinité, Cléguérec, 2019

Dare Not | Read On, 2019
Come in, please enter, be welcome!
Use any door you like, this is what L’art dans les chapelles is so generously saying. The festival focuses on opening chapels that are rarely
open to the public, we get to enter and see something that is normally
hidden, something sacred kept out of sight.
When I first entered Chapelle de la Trinité I realized that her most striking
feature; the jubé was built to say quite the opposite. The precise origin
of the jubé in general is somewhat obscure and apparently varied in different chapels, changing function after the reformation and physically
moving through the space. But originally the jubé was put up to separate
the congregation between its literate and its illiterate members. Throwing
up a both physical and symbolic obstacle, keeping people on each side of
an information barrier.
The illiterate side of the jubé’s surface was often decorated to convey
bible stories in images. At Chapelle de la Trinité the seven top row panels are devoted to Saint John the Baptist. The lower nine panels depict
a series of flower bouquets, partly standing up, partly hanging down.
They are hanging, standing, hanging, hanging, standing, hanging, hanging, standing, hanging. A flow of constant change of perspective, flipping
the image upside down and back again. As if the screen itself seems to be
aware of the fact that there are two sides to a story.
This idea of the ‘flip’, two sides of one thing, different angles and the
change in meaning with access to information is at the center of the site
specific film installation Dare Not | Read On. Walking into an information
or knowledge barrier is not un-familiar to me as someone with a dyslectic
brain living in a text driven world. Because of my dyslexia it often feels
like things can flip around while not making much of a difference. I can
read almost as fast up-side-down as right-side-up, left-to-right or rightto-left. People with dyslexia do not naturally process written words or
take on tasks in a linear way; they do not work their way from left to right
or top to bottom and tend to approach the world in a more visual way taking in word as shapes from all angles. While writing, a dyslectic person
“draws a picture using letters” and in this way orientation doesn’t seem
very important.

DARE NOT | READ ON, 2019, double sided C-print, 33 x 24.3 cm

A KEEN RAEDER | SPEAKS CLEAR, 2019, double sided C-print, 33 x 24.3 cm

Dear Sides, 2019

Dear Sides is a retro projected – double sided film installation, offering a constant reversal using half palindrome words and phrases while
real time editing. One and the same moment assumes different meanings
depending what side of the screen you are on. As if the film looked at
returns our gaze, while subtly offering different ways in which they allow
themselves to be seen. An exchange between obverse to reverse, a mise
en abyme of sight.
-

Dear Sides
2019
16 mm film
17’45’’
Loop, double sided back projection

Exhibition view, Dear Sides, P////AKT Amsterdam, 2019

<*> A, B, C, 2019 & <*> D, E, 2019
A photomontage of 3 and 2 C-prints, looking back at each other. A moment got expanded and split up, unfolded and tiled back together. Each
C-print captures the full process of creating the same painting by overlaying di erent fragments of the same event on multiple negatives, each
with a slightly different outcome. This work unfolds as an event that happened in time, counterbalanced with the time it takes to blink.
-

A, B, C, 1
2019
3 tiled C-prints
66 x 46 cm

Ell to Inch, 2019
In the 16mm film Ell to Inch, the arm (ell) and the hand (inch), the basis
of all units of measurement, are central. All the proportions with which
we measure and classify our world are based in accordance with these
measures. A whole measure, when shared in half, becomes a new whole
measure. The film forms a unity with 4D True Mirror (2018), a plexiglas
installation that captures the image and breaks it again.
-

Ell to Inch
2019
16 mm film
01’26’’
in three chapters, (re)ac.vated by physical presence

4D True Mirror
2018
Plexiglass, wood, ink
25 x 20 x 20 cm
The work 4D True Mirror is optically restoring true image from its ‘mirror image’
in real time.

Janus Mater
2018
C-print
20 x 15 cm
An inward Janus. The god of beginnings, time and doorways, normally directs
their gaze in opposite directions facing the duality of looking into the future and
into the past simultaneously. Here Janus is flipped facing inwards while blinded
by themselves, glancing at an (imagined) arrival of clearer understanding of the
self.

Threefold, 2018 digitalized 16 mm film, sound 11’43’’ 3 tracks in a 0’30’’ interval, loop
Threefold explores the making of a drawing in an approximate golden spiral with itself using a 30 sec interval between 3 frames. A film that creates a new space by resonating between its own past, present and future, providing a surreal time experience. The soundtracks (a single 7,83
Hz tone) on its turn start to resonate with itself.

Resonating Tiled 3 (my eye), 2018, Five C-prints, tiled, A2, A3, A4, A5 and 2 A6
Photomontage of a series of C-prints, using the A series paper size (with square root 2 maintaining its aspect ratio and cutting it in half). A moment got expanded and split up, unfolded
and ledback together rotating into itself.
Unfolding an event happend in -me, counterbalanced with the -me it takes to blink, or to take
a single photograph.

Exhibition view, Revolution in red-yellow-blue, Marta Herford, Herford, 2017-2018

Revolution in red-yellow-blue, Marta Herford, Herford, 2017-2018
Katja Mater’s site-specific installation: To produce the repeat pattern
photographs multiple exposures are superimposed docmenting the manipulation of the physical space. The space, in this case the gallery, has
been transformed with a systematically painted mural, and the resulting
photograph is then transformed further with its repetition to produce a
pattern composition. In this way an abstraction from the material is created, fully integrates painting and photography, and the use of time as a
fourth dimension.

The Centraal-Museum Utrecht has the most comprehensive Rietveld collection worldwide. On the occasion of the 100th anniversary of De Stijl in
the Netherlands, a spectacular section of this collection can now come
to the Marta Herford. The high-calibre exhibits form the core for an exhibition which, with numerous contributions from contemporary artists,
allows us to experience an upheaval which sustainably changed a whole
century.
While the battles were raging during the First World War, a number of
artists, architects and designers in Holland were preparing the revolution: the artist group De Stijl, founded in 1917 around the magazine of
the same name, sought to achieve a radical renewal of life. Abstraction
and concentration on primary colours (with black, white and grey), as well
as a clear geometric order and the opening up of the picture and living
spaces, were the focus of an aesthetic movement which was meant to
take in all areas of life.
The architect and designer Gerrit Rietveld became one of the most influential members of this artists’ group. 100 years after De Stijl began, his
ideas and designs still resonate – especially for younger artists.

Exhibition view, Revolution in red-yellow-blue, Marta Herford, Herford, 2017-2018

Exhibition view, Revolution in red-yellow-blue, Marta Herford, Herford, 2017-2018

As Much Time as Space, 2017

As Much Time as Space, is a 16 mm film installation conceived at the van
Doesburghuis in Meudon (Paris) beginning of 2017 (for the exhibition
De Kleuren van de Stijl in Kunsthal KAdE, Amersfoort). It consists of one
film, projected by two projectors, using the time it takes for the pellicule
to travel from one projector to the other — 8 seconds, as a framework
for the film. The film was shot inside the house of modernist artist couple
Theo and Nelly van Doesburg and combines architectural details of the
house with Mater’s own drawings. Projected as a split screen we look at
a play between past and present that every once in a while merge to form
a new reality, providing a surreal time experience. A wandering narrative
exploring tables, stairs, space- and time-perception, colour and some
van Doesburg heritage.
-

As Much Time as Space, Maison Nelly & Theo van Doesburg, Meudon
2017
16 mm film installation
08’24’’
Two channels, one film, 0’08’’ interval

Installation view of As Much Time as Space, exhibition Poetic Practices, Beurschouwburg, Brussels, 2018

Tiled, 2015 – 2017
Single works each build up out of multiple versions C-prints.
In Tiled a moment gets expanded and split up, unfolded and tiled back
together. Each C-print captures the process of the making of a painting
on an object or paper. They all have slightly different outcomes, by overlaying different fragments of the same event on multiple negatives. Each
of these negatives offers a different view on the same event in time and
thereby visualizes different ways of looking at one moment in time. The
split moments are then brought together to form one bigger image; the
final work is both fragmented and whole.
-

Site Specific Tiled 14/12/16 Prague II
2017
Multiple moments during the making of a mural 36 bariet contacts, tiled
C-prints
87.5 x 54.5 cm

Installation view of mural, ‘33 - ‘29 - ‘36, UM Gallery, Prague, 2016

Close-up (one contact print) of Site Specific Tiled 14/12/16 Prague II, 2017

To produce the repeat pattern photographs multiple exposures are superimposed
documenting the manipulation of the physical space. The space, in this case the
gallery, has been transformed with a systematically painted mural, and the resulting photograph is then transformed further with its repetition to produce a
pattern composition. In this way an abstraction from the material is created, fully
integrates painting and photography, and the use of time as a fourth dimension.

Fields on a Line, KIOSK, Gent, 2015
Katja Mater creates abstract geometric compositions on paper, on objects, or directly onto a spatial context. The compositions are captured
by means of a deliberate set of rules that provide a sense of direction
in Mater’s boundless exploration of the tension between the two-dimensional and the three-dimensional.
At KIOSK, Mater uses the exhibition walls and floor surface as a canvas
for the site-specific composition Fields on a Line. The realization of the
painted work is captured by a camera that repeatedly travels a predetermined path throughout the rooms. Different moments are thus layered in
time, and parallel spaces unfold in front of the lens. The track covered by
the camera eye and the added timeline that emerges in the process, are
transposed and visualized on multiply exposed film. The result is a 16mm
video installation with the exhibition space as a residue.
-

Fields on a Line
2015
16mm film, no sound
06’04”
Film installaton with painted exhibiton rooms and ﬂoors

Exhibition view, Fields on a Line, KIOSK, Gent, 2015

Conversion of Time, Fotogalleriet, Oslo, 2012

Conversion of Time focuses on a series of recent projects (2010 - 2012)
including Density Drawings, Parallel Planes and Time Passing Objects.
The works intend to document areas in which the analogue medium of
photography manages to record what invisible to the human eye.
In Density Drawings Mater constructs an image inside the camera by layering multiple moments in time during the making of a drawing (multiple
exposures). The drawing progresses and eventually disappears to result
in a monochrome. The result is a cross-exchange of visual information
between mark on paper and film in the camera.
In Parallel Plains Mater extends her working method and offers several
ways of looking at a single moment in time, capturing parallel images on
different negatives while drawing.
Also Time Passing Objects works with the principles of converting space
and time, yet introduces a sculptural element to the process by painting
on paper objects while registering the collapse of the structures under the weight of the applied paint. Photographed against black backgrounds, they appear to float in space on the border between object and
flat abstraction.

Density Drawings, Parallel Planes and Time Passing Objects are complemented by a site-specific installation.
Shown together for the first time, Katja Mater’s works explore themes
such as the experience of time in photography and the documentation of
moments and situations with intangible characteristics. Mater engages in
a non-traditional use of camera equipment, providing a new perspective
on photography as a creating rather than a documenting medium.

Density Drawing 14, 2010, C-print, 23.4 × 27.6 cm

Site Specific Density Drawing - Basel 11/06/11, 2011, 6 Polaroids, each 10 x 12 cm

Site Specific Density Drawing - Maastricht 23/08/13, 2013, 6 Polaroids, each 10 x 12 cm

Site Specific Density Drawing - Geneva 10/10/11, 2011, 6 Polaroids, each 10 x 12 cm

